Jaka Lounge agency is providing complete human resource management support for companies. We put our special
focus on high-quality selection process while we believe that knowledge and competencies bring brilliant results only
when they’re combined with adequate motivation. We are supporting our client TMS:

TMS is an international software development company that works under a Team-as-a-Service (TaaS) model,
providing custom enterprise software development services to partners worldwide. Working on large-scale
applications in a wide variety of business fields, from fintech to marketing automation, helped us acquire broad
experience with developing complex solutions that require high level of security, integration with remote APIs and
interaction with large amounts of data.
Our team is growing, and we are looking for people who are team players ready to take their own initiative to
improve code, suggest solutions, fix problems, not only do what’s told. With offices in Belgrade, we are looking for an
experienced:

UI Developer
(Belgrade)
Responsibilities:
- Develop web app front-end logic while translating static mockups to fully working responsive experiences
- Work on front-end assets (HTML/SASS), preparing responsive layouts based on Sketch designs provided by
UI/UX designer
- Participate in design and wireframe reviews to provide a technical perspective on implementation
- Write highly organized, reliable, portable and maintainable code
- Solve difficult problems while continuously learning and improving
- Maintain data and code security and protection for the delivered projects.
Qualifications:
- Proficient understanding of web markup, including HTML5, CSS
- Good understanding of server-side CSS pre-processing platforms, such as LESS and SASS
- Experience with versioning control under GIT
- Experience with continuous integration
- Experience with automated testing and test-driven development
- Knowledge of Vue.js is a plus
- English language - above intermediate level is needed as we use it in daily work
- Responsibility for your work - developer’s scope of responsibility is not only the current task, but the whole project
- Experience with teamwork, collaboration, pair programming.
What we offer:
- Developing interesting and challenging projects and using modern technologies
- Working in a friendly, family-like atmosphere
- Work from home (5 days of remote work per year)
- Personal development through trainings, education and certifications
- Opportunity to collaborate with first-rate full-stack developers, discover new approaches and technologies by
learning from mentors
- Working under Agile principles
- Community budget and team building events.
If you are interested in joining our team, please send us your CV at: eta.sateles@jakalounge.com

